Health pilot

Our health and wellness data exchange marketplace aims to enable the **secure and real-time flow of information**, such as laboratory results and medical histories, between individuals and organizations, ensuring GDPR compliance.

**Data providers**
Full control over the sharing and monetisation of the data they produce or own rights to.

- Individuals
- App makers
- Wearable makers
- Hospitals
- Clinical units

**Data consumers**
Gaining access to high-quality aggregated data to support research and innovation.

- Research centres
- Well-being service providers
- Health-tech, Pharma
- Insurance and other companies

---

Education pilot

Data from academic students (e.g. graduation certificates, course grades, enrollment status) is **protected with privacy-preserving cryptography**, authenticated using self-sovereign identity solutions, and shared in a marketplace.

**Students**
Sharing selected academic data for job applications.

- Universities
  exchanging students' data while ensuring their privacy.

**Recruiters**
Identifying the top job candidates by analysing student datasets.

- Companies
  Finding new talent more easily through greater access to student data.

---
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